Da Vinci Brain

Creative Genius and Enhanced Intelligence

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are becoming smarter, more intelligent and creative.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that your intelligence is increasing and you are gaining more creativity.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I am a genius

I am creative

I am insightful

I think of new and interesting ideas

I have genius capabilities

I have genius skills

I use both spheres of my brain equally well

I easily write with both hands

I easily do two different things with both hands

I can write separate documents with both hands

I can do completely separate tasks with both hands

I am incredibly creative

I am incredibly imaginative

I consistently come up with genius ideas

I am a genius

I have a huge I Q
My I Q is too high to measure
I am generations ahead of my time
I imagine technology of the future
I create magnificent inventions
I am unbelievably intelligent
I have complete control over my body
I am a virtuoso at everything I do
I am recognized for my brilliance
I am recognized for my intelligence
I learn new technology in an instant
I am ambidextrous
people are amazed at my stunning ambidexterity
My brain is doubly intelligent
my inventions inspire the world
my inventions impress vast crowds
my inventions impress kings and presidents
my inventions are world famous
my inventions are world renowned

You are a genius

You are creative

You are insightful

You think of new and interesting ideas

You have genius capabilities

You have genius skills

You use both spheres of your brain equally well

You easily write with both hands

You easily do two different things with both hands

You can write separate documents with both hands

You can do completely separate tasks with both hands

You are incredibly creative

You are incredibly imaginative

You consistently come up with genius ideas

You are a genius

You have a huge I Q
Your I Q is too high to measure

You are generations ahead of your time

You imagine technology of the future

You create magnificent inventions

You are unbelievably intelligent

You have complete control over your body

You are a virtuoso at everything You do

You are recognized for your brilliance

You are recognized for your intelligence

You learn new technology in an instant

You are ambidextrous

people are amazed at your stunning ambidexterity

Your brain is doubly intelligent

your inventions inspire the world

your inventions impress vast crowds

your inventions impress kings and presidents

your inventions are world famous
your inventions are world renowned